
RABC – How Create & Edit a PowerPoint Presentation 

 

This is a comprehensive guide on how to make a PowerPoint presentation. This guide uses examples 
from the RABC educational presentations. If you have questions that were not answered in this guide, a 

quick online search can often give you good step-by-step examples.  
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Steps 1-4: creating the “skeleton” of the presentation (getting all essential information on the 

presentation) 

1. Plan out your Slides (makes your life much easier in the long run) 

- Write/ type a plan for your slideshow 

- Include titles, content, image ideas, flow ideas (any animation, video, audio that you want to 

include).  

 

2. Create Slides  

 

 

3. Insert Titles  

- Take the titles from your plan, and put them on each slide.  

- If you clicked the “Title and Content” slide when you created a slide (step 2), you can type in 

your title directly into your title text box.  

- If you have a blank slide, you can insert a text box – Insert  Text Box (click and drag to 

create a text box size that you want).  

 

4. Insert your Written Content 

- If you have a text box on the slide already  Type out your content. 

- If you do not have a text box  create text box: Insert  Text Box. 

- Written content tips:  

- Keep it brief (use as little words as possible). 

- Only write down essential information. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Add in your slides (helps with visualizing your entire 

presentation). 

- Click on “New Slide”  choose the layout you want. 

- I recommend the “Title and Content” or the “Blank” (you can 

customize it from there!)  

- You can also click “Duplicate Selected Slides” to duplicate the 

slide that you are currently on (this is good if you have a 

theme – certain colours, text boxes, images that you want to 

have on your next slide).  

 



Steps 5-6: Background Design (making your presentation look good!) 

Recommended: Have your Main Page (Page 1) and End Page (Last Page) with a main background design 

(something eye-catching), then have your content pages (everything in between) use the same colours, 

but a more simple design (this is how the RABC presentation is organized). 

5. Determine your Main Page Background Design Theme (4 main ways) 

a. Plain colour background: Design  Customize  Format Background: side bar will pop up (you 

can choose from solid fill, gradient fill, picture fill, or pattern fill) 

- Gradient Fill is a nice feature: choose from pre-set gradients (easiest option), or you can 

change the direction, transparency, and more.  

b. PowerPoint themes (easy!): Click Design  Themes: Choose the theme you want (click on 

down arrow to show more options). 

- These can be customized: In Design  Variants: Choose from the alternative colours 

c. Online themes: Search online for themes that you can download 

- Look up something like “free PowerPoint templates”, or “free professional PowerPoint 

templates”. 

- Many have a “download” button and will open directly into PowerPoint, then you can 

customize to your preference.  

d. Completely customized (the theme of the RABC presentations were made this way) 

- Allows for the most creative freedom!  

- Uses shapes and tools from “option a” to create customization. 

- Refer to next step to see what was done with the RABC presentations.  

 

6. Customizing our Main Page Background Design (how the RABC theme was created) 

- Create the main background colour (everything else will be layered on top of it)  

recommended to do a plain colour (refer to step 5) or gradient effect.  

- Gradient Effect: Click Design  Customize  Format Background: Click on Gradient fill  

 

- I added a blue 

background first.  

- Then I made a 

rectangle shape, 

and changed the 

fill to a gradient.  

 

- Here, you can 

see what my 

format pane 

looked like.  

- After this was 

created, I added 

the logo and title.  

 



Steps 7-10 : Add-ons (to make your presentation look even better!)  

7. Adding Shapes (RABC Main Page and End Page Examples) 

 

- Click Insert  Shapes: Drop down menu will appear, click on 

the shape you want.  

 

- A plus (+) icon will appear, click and drag to size the shape to 

your liking.  

 

 

- Customizing: You can use the top bar (my preference), or the 

side bar to customize colours, effects, and more.  

 

- In the RABC Presentation: On the main page, rectangles were 

used with the gradient effect to create the background and the 

banner with the title.  

 

  

- Shape Fill  can do solid colour, gradient, texture, picture.  

- Shape Fill  Click Eyedropper: hover over another colour on the presentation and it will 

make that shape the same colour.  

- Shape Effects  Here you can select an effect to be added to your shape (Add a shadow, 

reflection, glow, bevel, etc.). Tip: Shading is good to add to shapes and pictures to give more 

dimension.  

 

8. Adding Text and Adding Text Effects 

Here you can change the font type, 

size, colour, effects, and more.  

 

- Add content/ text: Insert  Text Box (cursor will appear to make text box desired size). 

- You can bold text (B), italicize text (I), underline text (U), and add a shadow (S) to text.  

 

- Adding Bullet Points  good to use to summarize your content (you 

don’t want paragraphs) 

 

To change fill colour, shape outline, 

and effects 



- WordArt: Good for Titles (don’t use for regular content).  

 

- To add WordArt: Format  WordArt  drop down menu will 

appear. 

 

- Will automatically make a text box with “Your text here”  now 

you can type what you want.  

 

 

 

9. Adding SmartArt 

This is good for making your presentation slides more interesting! You can add lists, cycles, processes, 

and more, in a visually appealing way.  

 Click the SmartArt button 

 

 Menu will appear (choose the one you 

want and it will insert onto the slide).  

Here’s an example of SmartArt in the RABC 

presentation.  

 

 

 

 

10. Adding photos 

- Adding photos from your computer  Click the Pictures Icon and you can choose a 

picture that is on your computer already (could be a picture that you took and loaded onto 

your computer, or can be a picture that you saved from online)  

- Online photos (ie. Found on Google Images)  Right click on photo and save onto your 

computer, then you can drag it directly into PowerPoint, or you can insert it through the 

Pictures button. Make sure you give credit to the author of the image 

 



11. Adding Audio  

- Adding audio can also be a good way to make presenting easier.  

- It can also be useful to place audio into a presentation if you will not be presenting 

yourself and you are just sending the presentation to a client/ student etc.  

- You can either click Audio on My PC/ Audio From File (depending on computer type), or 

you can click Record Audio to record right on PowerPoint (this is easiest as it adds the 

audio recording automatically into the presentation) 

- All you have to do is click play on the audio when you are presenting! 

 

12. Adding Video  

- Some PowerPoint versions have the ability to add video into your PowerPoint.  

- To add video, there should be a button to record a video, it will automatically take you to a 

video screen  all you have to do is press play and record yourself speaking and it will input 

it into your presentation.  

- You can also add a video (ie. Youtube video, video you filmed) that is already saved onto 

your computer, and add it in using the Video button (beside audio button). 

- This can make presenting much easier  all you have to do is hit play on each slide and the 

video will play. 

Step 13-14 : Adding Transitions and Animations 

13. Adding Animations 

- Adding animations to your presentation makes the presentation more interesting (not 

necessary though). When you play your presentation, it will play each animation in 

sequence (one after the other). 

- Click Animations  click the object/ text that you want to animate  Click one of the 

Entrance Effects (I used Fade). 

- Entrance effects make something appear when you go through a presentation, Exit effects 

makes it disappear (if you want an object/ text to pop up, then disappear, add an entrance 

effect, and then an exit effect after). 

- Here’s an example from the RABC presentation: 

- Animation pane 

on side lists each 

animation  

 

- I have each 

graphic + text with 

an animation so 

when you click 

through the 

presentation; each 

one comes up, one 

at a time.  

- You can reorder each animation in the Animation Pane to choose when in the sequence 

they show up (ie. I have “Approved Reflexology Practitioner” first, then the rest.  



14. Adding Transitions 

- Add a transition to each slide for a more interesting presentation.  

- Click Transitions  Choose the transition you want, and it automatically adds it onto the 

slide you are currently on. 

- If you think the transition is too quick or too slow, you can adjust the Duration time.  

 

Step 15-16: Time to Present   

15. Saving your Presentation  

- Keep your presentation in a place where you will remember (ie. RABC folder on your 

computer).  

- Saving onto a USB stick is a great choice if you are going to present at a different location 

(All you have to do is save onto the stick, then plug it into any computer  it will pop up on 

your screen and all you have to do is open the presentation).   

 

16. Presenting your Presentation 

 

- Click on presentation mode 

- Presentation is now full screen  

- Click through presentation with: 

1. Regular mouse-click  

2. Right or down arrow 

3. Space Bar 

4. Clicker remote (if you have one) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation Mode Button 



Step 17: Editing the Pre-Existing RABC Presentations  

17. Tips for Editing 

Note: There are 2 versions of each RABC presentation: one that is editable (no animations), one that is 

non-editable (has animations). Editing the presentation with animations will alter the formatting and 

animations will not play properly.  

The only part that can be edited on the pre-existing presentation (with animations), is the final slide with 

contact info  You can either add your email into that slide, or create a new slide that includes your 

contact info.  

- Keep the theme colours the same.  

- If adding animations  make sure that your animations are in the correct order in the 

Animation Pane (to check, put your PowerPoint in presentation mode and click through). 

- If you make edits that you don’t like, you can always hit the Undo button.  

 

18. Making Edits  

- Adding slides  If you want to add info that you feel is missing, refer to Step 2 (I 

recommend duplicating one of the pre-existing slides, then removing the info you don’t 

want, and adding your content – this keeps the RABC theme).    

- Removing slides  To remove a slide, you can hit the Backspace button on the slide pane 

(on the left side), or you can Right-Click and click Delete Slide.  

- Adding video/ audio  Refer to Steps 11-12.  

*Remember, if you are adding or removing slides from the RABC – Main Presentation, you must 

change the Table of Contents accordingly.  

- Adding written content  To add more content, you can either click the text box that you 

want to add to and start typing, or you can create a new text box (Step 4).  

- Adding images  Refer to Step 10  

- Removing images  Click on the image and hit Backspace, or right click on the image and 

click Cut.  

 

 


